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We live in a world of change. We witness a
signiﬁcant re-ordering of our social fabric
almost at the blink of an eye. The cultural,
moral, and spiritual framework in which we
live is evolving dramatically.
This is the
context where our Franciscan witness to the
Rule is challenged. Fraternity members are
immersed in society. We are acutely aware of
the power and inﬂuence of many streams of
thought and prevailing attitudes on the lives
of people.
The discussions and the sharing of
experiences in our formation gatherings, in
order to “exercise our responsibilities
competently in the Christian spirit of service,
we together with all people of good will, are
called to build a more fraternal and evangelical
world so that the kingdom of God may be
brought about more eﬀectively” (Rule 14).
The heart of our Franciscan living is the reality
of relationship. It is this bond of mutual love
that forms the center of Franciscan evangelical
life. To live the Gospel and to follow in the
footsteps of Jesus means to build up the
kingdom by living in loving relationships (RegB
III: 10-14). For Francis, the word “fraternity”
identiﬁes this relationship that each of us has
with Jesus our brother.
For St Francis, fraternity is his radical living in
solidarity with all of humanity and creation.
From the poetry and prayer of the Canticle of
the Creatures to the Story of the Wolf of
Gubbio and exempliﬁed in the Encounter with
the Sultan, Francis’ heart rests in the faithful
recognition of his relationship with the other.
“The strongest and most demanding love is

that which is required with regard to those to
whom we have committed our lives” (Thaddee
Matura, “Fraternity,” 112). Such love is an active
self-emptying love that frees our hearts from
self-interest, in a daily conversion, which
builds up the bonds of fraternity. Its absence
undermines and breaks this bond.
When ruptures inevitably occur despite the
best of intentions, the remedy of
reconciliation becomes essential in fraternity
life, to ask for forgiveness and to receive
forgiveness (EpMin 9-12). We make peace with
one another in a spirit of kindness and
humility, accepting one another without
preconditions, being realistic and merciful,
and exercised in fraternal equality, blended
together with our love of God, is the central
value of our Franciscan vocation (Matura,
“Fraternity,” 117). The Kingdom of God is realized
when we live in loving relationships.
Living the Gospel means accepting to live with
our sisters and brothers -- all of them -bearing witness of God’s inﬁnite patience, His
inexhaustible forgiveness, His constantly
renewed grace. To have the heart of God in
our hearts. “Thy Kingdom come.” Is this not
the kind of witness to be given for the light of
the Gospel to shine in a murky world in which
we serve? -- in peace, justice, and in love.
Fraternity becomes the place, and
increasingly, the place of compassion and
relationship.
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